FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Jenna Bayer, (703) 631-6600

CC Pace Names VanTassel as New President
October 13, 2022 (Fairfax, VA) – CC Pace is pleased to announce
that it has selected Tim VanTassel as its new President, effective
immediately. Mr. VanTassel will assume the role of President
previously held by Michael "Mike" Gordon. Mr. Gordon will
retain his position as CC Pace's Chief Executive Officer and
remain active with strategic initiatives and client relationships.
Mr. VanTassel has an impressive background in the financial
services industry and has built a trusted reputation as a hands-on leader who cultivates
dynamic teams. Mr. VanTassel is no stranger to CC Pace as he spent several years in the
early to mid-2000s serving as a Managing Consultant for the firm’s Financial Services
practice where he was focused on mortgage lending. Prior to his return to CC Pace, Mr.
VanTassel held a long series of ever-expanding roles at FICO spanning sales, advisory,
analytics, implementation, and product management, where he last served as the Global
Head of Product Management. As President of CC Pace, Mr. VanTassel is committed to
creating an ever-increasing number of highly satisfied clients while continuing to cultivate
the talented, ethical, and creative workforce that CC Pace has long been known for.
“I am confident Tim is the right leader for this next chapter in CC Pace’s history,” said Mike
Gordon, CEO of CC Pace. “He is an enthusiastic and inspiring leader with an extraordinary
track record for identifying and creating value for clients. I look forward to working closely
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with Tim and have no doubt he will bring an immeasurable positive impact to CC Pace and
its clients.”
CC Pace is a business and IT consulting firm that is nationally recognized as a leader in the
Healthcare and Financial Services markets. CC Pace specializes in providing agile
transformation services, business consulting, and digital services. Headquartered in
Fairfax, Virginia, CC Pace is a privately held firm serving both commercial and
government clients.

Related Links: www.ccpace.com
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